Micro-Metric Rhythms and Noises:
Emanations from the Stochastic Cloud
Arthur Kampela
The main intention of this essay is to trace a correlation between my personal compositional approach/views and the way that such an approach
reverberates in post-Xenakian times/ears. This view implies two parallel
and almost opposite directions: the first relates to the immediate sphere
of influence that Xenakis music/thinking exerted on the contemporary
world/ears irrespective of aesthetic affinities; the second, although branching from the purely statistical (or probabilistic) compositional validations
found in Xenakis’ structural(ist) thinking, departs from it in order to consider the dynamics of the sonic object itself, the way it imposes local decisions at the motoric/ergonomic, rhythmic and timbristic micro-levels.
In an article I wrote a couple of years ago for the ‘Current Musicology’ Journal1 I said: “My basic intention when conceiving a piece is to
be able to access a wide spectrum of sonic materials (from noise to pitch),
for I am interested in the whole gamut of sound, irrespective of its “raw”
or “cultivated” aspects. Contrary to the notion of an infinite array of possibilities, where decisions would be lost due to lack of constraints, I would
like to argue that when there is a struggle between materials to coexist and
cohere, they naturally develop strategic priorities.”
The example on the next page represents/demonstrates a way or
will of organizing the material at hand that diverges from the type of formal macro-organization generally found in Xenakis’ music. Although the
material ‘obeys’ some type of structural or gestalt principle underlying its
cohesiveness, such principle is not imposed by a formal design from the
“outside.” In my series of “Percussion Studies” for solo guitar, my goal was
to demonstrate that it is possible to treat noises and percussive effects on
the guitar using the same rhythmic constraints normally employed for the
1
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Example 1 Percussion Study II for solo guitar, p. 7, mm. 6-10.
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The complex rhythmic structure used in the above example and in other
of my pieces, provides background coherence, allowing the effects to surface through entropic “bursts,” creating, simultaneously, a braided perceptual awareness in which the music is seen as a type of holistic emergence of
sonic “debris”. This brings a certain sculptural character to the way perception decodes materials of different frequential qualities. If you add to it the
(in)capacity of the instrument to traverse certain compositional demands,
the very difficulty with the timbristic and motoric “terrain,” you re energize
the sonic discourse with a potent filter that reveals not only the sonic wave,
but also the inner forces that shape and propel the sonic object at work.
Thus, the emergence of a formal design (form) is just a ‘trace’ that merely
envelops such “timbristic” collisions. Another example can be demonstrated
by my harp solo piece Phalanges.
Example 2 Phalanges for harp solo p. 1, mm. 1-3.

pitches. My intention was to create a kind of organic necessity of deploying a finite number of events/effects so that the pitch-noise continuum is
constantly being filtered by its own immanent ‘timbristic weight.’ Thus,
using local tools such as complex rhythms and motoric/ergonomic capabilities, it was possible to make them “surface” at different moments and
speeds in the compositional continuum, valuing, therefore, their appearances.

In this particular piece, a series of devices (paper between strings,
tuning fork, constant pedal glissandi, half-pedal “buzz,” etc.) were employed
to destabilize the typical way of playing the instrument. More than seeking
mere effects, I was “seeing” the instrument as a sonic object that could be
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“subjected” to different types of ergonomic/motorioc demands. Therefore, “ergonomics” acquires the status of “thematic” material. This means that I re-use
certain fingers’ patterns at many instances throughout the musical text. This is
not “thematically audible,” but becomes an element for development, in the
same way that a theme is, during the course of the piece. What interests me is
that when fingerings used at the lower register of the instrument are repeated
at the higher register, they might result in certain pitch/contour distortions.
On the harp for example, this is accomplished in two ways: a) the mere pedalretuning of the instrument will provide a diverse melodic or harmonic output;
and b) since the distance between strings on all registers remain the same,
the said distortion is also accomplished as the harpist stretches hands widening the gaps between fingers while maintaining similar fingerings’ sequence.
Instruments like the violin, the viola, or the cello offer a natural shrinking of
the distance between notes. As the string player ascends along the neck (while
maintaining the same motoric distance between his/her left hand’s fingers),
the space between notes decreases, thus allowing for one more variable at the
ergonomic level, since the notes will change their intervallic content while the
hand remains at the same initial position. This obviously changes the intervallic outcome between repetitive fingers’ patterns. At this point the motoric
constraints are seen as lineaments or contours within a piece, part of its compositional subtext. A very clear example of such distortional process can be seen
in my piece Quimbanda (1998-1999) for solo electric guitar.
Example 3a Quimbanda for electric guitar, p. 1, mm. 1-3.

Example 3b Quimbanda for electric guitar, p. 13, mm. 167-9.
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In the above example, the correspondence between the two extracts are not
only based on modulatory and intervallic similarities. The motoric pattern
is the real thematic element that underlies and preserves the fingers’ route,
independent from the part of the instrument they are actually playing.
Note that at the beginning of figures 3A and 3B, the sequence of notes
obeys similar contour and intervallic leaps. However, for both figures, the
E ¼ tone (second and sixth position in the first bar) does not change its
placement. This open treble E string is needed for securing not the analogous intervallic content for the pitch, but for maintaining the integrity of
the motoric pattern across distances, since it functions as a technical lever,
freeing the hand(s) and allowing it/them to access the rest of the rhythmic
cell. In my Percussion Studies IV and V, both of which are written for viola
‘alla chitarra’ (Number 5 also includes pre-recoded viola sounds), I went a
step further and notated only rhythmic and motoric patterns. Almost no
pitch was indicated because the pieces require a guitarist to play the viola.
Therefore it was only possible or practical to indicate the hands’ positions in
a tablature format above the score. This “short-circuits” the traditional way
in which the viola is traditionally played, opening new insights regarding the
malleability of musicianship and the limitations of instrumental techniques.
Example 4 Percussion Study V for viola ‘alla chitarra’ and electroacoustic sounds.
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The piece proposes to reinvent the way a traditional instrument, a viola, should be played/approached. Derived from my previous piece Exoskeleton (meaning: outer shell of insects), this piece also
“exports” my “tapping technique” (created specifically for the guitar) to
the viola’s morphologic context. Again, working with a palette of percussive sounds, noises and pitch oriented materials, I accomplished a true
deconstruction of the expected sonic qualities normally heard within a
viola context. First, a violist cannot play this piece. He lacks the technique – only a guitarist can play it. This first “subversion” betrays traditional modes of motoric and gestural expectations that are incrusted in
the tradition of viola music making. Second, the compositional byproduct of such a posture is not necessarily “viola music” but rather “pizzicato music” played at speeds never heard before within the instrument’s
context. Therefore, the compositional newness and integrity of the piece
(and the instrument) is maintained due to the way in which the viola
is submitted to complex technical demands renewing its repertoire of
sound and gestures.
The sudden inversion of methodology from Xenakis’ gestaltian
or probabilistic macro-considerations is perceived at this point as the
structural and formal design of most of my pieces becoming a consequence, a trace or a “residue” of the flux of local sonic objects “frictioning” against each other and imposing possible compositional strategies
and contours. Thus, in this context, structural/formal thinking is deployed, from the bottom up, almost as an ‘after-thought,’ appearing as
it is needed, not beforehand. This compositional posture reverberates
with the teachings of the Brazilian humanist and educator Paulo Freire,
whose works with communities of poor and illiterate peoples in Brazil
pointed constantly to the idea of an immanent structure, or ‘malleable
structure’ that surfaces according to need and not as a pre-condition of a
learning process that comes from above. Being a political activist, Freire’s
methodology engages with “critical consciousness,” which is usually a
subdued process of acquiring information. Words are learned according to the need of the community and phrases are construed in order
to express a necessary/functional thought. Thus, the literacy process is
attained simultaneously with one that leads to cultural/political action
and individual freedom.
Analogously, music implies a constant operation of “being revealed,” which means presenting anew the sonic object. This denotes an
operation that creates both: awareness of the musical/sonic fact and a
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heightened re-apperception of our very own hearing capacity. However,
it is not the sonic object itself that is ultimately revealed, but the relationships that underlie its attributes and transform the merely audible into a
higher order of perception–Music.
As I developed my ideas on extended techniques (understood
here as the manipulation of sonic materials by acoustic instruments that
present multifarious timbral profiles), I noticed that there was a natural
perceptual gap between the noise and pitch zones. This gap is the result
of diverging frequential formants and are not easily susceptible to scalar or smooth interconnection. However, they exhibit enough rhythmic
malleability to be recombined in a multitude of ways. Therefore, taking
into consideration the difficulty in creating smooth cognitive bridges
between noises and pitches, the best way to correlate such heterogeneous
sonic outcomes is to filter them through a complex rhythmic grid in the
hope that they will find some type of perceptual closure. In this way, I
can reinvest “used” sonic objects with new iconic potential, making them
re-emerge under a multiplicity of metric speeds. This is the beginning of
my theory of micro-metric modulation.

Micro-Metric Modulation a brief overview:
This theory evolved from my desire to approach complex
rhythms through the perspective of their inner behavior. Observe a
jazz drummer. Whatever he plays, rhythmically, is the result of his complex improvisation pumping new rhythms out of previous ones. It all
springs from motoric constraints that are “conditioned” or “enveloped”
by physical laws. So, even if the brain cannot handle the “immediate
math” of a new rhythm it helps to know that a particle of what you’ve
just played is in the same speed of what will happen next, rhythmically speaking. The composer, being aware of a common-denominator
relationship between two diverging rhythms, can provide a feasible
route for the “hands to handle.” Therefore, it is easy to conclude that
every defined rhythmic cell that is played is “caused” or propelled by
something that came before. To unify this principle I used very basic
algebraic models such as the commutative and associative properties of
multiplication. The former states that the order in which two numbers
are multiplied does not affect the product. Thus, a X b = b X a; the
latter states that when three numbers are multiplied the products are
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the same no matter how the factors are grouped. Thus, (a X b) X c =
a X (b X c). In musical terms complex rhythms will exhibit ratios and
subratios (that are located underneath the main ratio). The commutative property will ensure the same result for the ratios up to two levels,
while the associative property will guarantee the order position of the
ratios within a rhythmic configuration will not affect the final product
or speed. To illustrate:
Example 5 Trumpet part of “...B...” for 10 instrumental soloists, video and
electronics.
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(left most ratio) we have:
60 . 5
4

= 300 = 75 x 6 = MM 450;
4

for the 4 4 order position (right ratio) we have:
65

60 . 6 = 360 = 90 x 5 = MM 450 (same as above)
4
4

Fractional representation:
44

24

8

a) 5 6 = 5 3 = 15

44

42

8

b) 6 5 = 3 5 = 15

Example 6 exhibits a further stage in the rhythmic possibilities
created by the micro-metric modulation theory. Once we are aware of the
rhythmic equivalency between both ratios [5:4 ] [6:5 – subratio 3:2], we
can interpolate any new subdivision (in this case a 3:2 ratio) between them.
As we can also see, both ratios are under the same metronome marking:
Example 6 G-flute part of “...B...” for 10 instrumental soloists, video and

electronics.

The above example shows the purpose of the MMM theory
whose objective is to create rhythmic equivalency between different metric
configurations so that they exhibit the same rhythmic speed on both sides
of the ratio chain. Thus, using the commutative maneuver, it was necessary
to exchange the order position of top and bottom ratios in order to link
the previous ratio to the next one through common denominators’ subratios. Note that the first ratio’s order position [5:4 – 6:4] is mathematically
equivalent to the second ratio [6:4 – 5:4]. If you multiply the top and bottom ratios on both configurations, the result will be the same. Therefore,
the subratios in both configurations will exhibit the same final speed.
Mathematical proof: If MM= 60, for the 4 4 order position
56
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Example 7 illustrates the same operation, however, at this time, happening between complementary speeds under distinct metronome markings.
Example 7 Bass Clarinet part of “...B...” for 10 instrumental soloists, video and
electronics.

As we can see, in order to create an equivalency of speeds between
sixteenth notes on both sides of the different metronome markings it is
necessary to find a common denominator speed between the 5:3 (top ratio
at the end of the 4/4 bar on the left) and the 7:4 (first ratio at the beginning
of the next bar). For that to happen a new layer of subdivision on the
slower (MM=42) side is created allowing it to acquire a faster stream of
non-integral2 sixteenth notes that will have the same speed of the septuplet
Henry Cowell, in New Musical Resources (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1996) 56, wrote: “Our system of notation is incapable of representing any
except the most primary divisions of the whole note. It becomes evident that
(...) new ways of writing must be devised (...) We are dealing, of course, not with
three-fourth metre, five-fourth metre, etc., but with a whole note divided into
three or five equal parts.” Ferneyhough, also uses what he termed “irrational time
signatures.” It is based on the same principle used by Cowell, the subdivision
of the whole note. Thus, “2/10 , signifies a bar composed of two beats each of
which is equal to one tenth of a semibreve.” (Third String Quartet performance
notes). I prefer the use of the word “non-integral” instead of “irrational,” to define the types of metric materials that are expressed through fractional numbers
and cannot be expressed as an integer; basically, ratios such as [5:4] expressed
fractionally as 4/5, [30:16] = 16/30; [7:5]= 5/7, etc. Below a short definition of
non-integral numbers:
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sixteenth note belonging to the next metronome marking (MM=70).
Under such conditions it is possible to create a new layer of subdivision
between both metronome markings. The 3:2 (arbitrary) subratio starts
its run under the last sixteenth note of the [5:3 subratio 7:4] MM = 42
and ends it under the septuplet sixteenth at MM=70. The ratio crossings
illustrated on both examples establish new insights into possible rhythmic
strategies for linking dissimilar configurations or distinct metric tempos.
This is clearly illustrated on my recent piece Motets. [see next page] for
two guitars (2011). Notice at bars 10, 11 and 12 (on both guitars, 3rd and
4th systems) the crossings of subratios within subratios happening at odd
points under ratios of different configurations.
Xenakis’ organizational methodologies are a reflection on modes
of hearing whose roots lie in the ancient Greek scales/modes. His pragmatic non-Western historical perspective regards the evolution of music
as an inclusive medium that sees beyond the merely functionalized aspects
of Western construction (harmony, serialism, etc.) to find mathematical
models that extrapolate the constraints (or constructs) of Western classical music. Xenakis perceives music as vibratory phenomenon that echoes
Messiaen’s research on the scalar constructions of Indian music, incorporating rhythms of non-retrogradable character and new perspectives on
stasis, gestalt and tension (among others resources) not usually formalized or heard in Western perceptual musical aesthetics. In his landmark
book Formalized Music he constructs a theory of Sieves that employs
complex types of symmetries to form scales not only applicable to pitch
space but also to other variables such as intensity, order of events, densities, etc. More remarkable is that the use of such a system of organiza-

2

1.1. We call z an integer if it is one of {..., -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ...}
note: integers are either natural numbers, or negative of natural numbers, or 0.

p
1.2. We call x a rational number if it can be expressed as x = where p, q are
q
integers.
Examples of rational numbers are
1/2, 3 (= 3/1), -5, 1/3, .11111111111111.... = 1/9, etc.
1.3. We call y irrational if it cannot be expressed as a quotient of two
integers. Examples: pi = 3.14159265...; e = 2.71828....; the square root of
2 = 1.414213562...; etc.
1.4. Rational numbers come in two varieties:
a) Integral (like 3 or 6) or b) Non-integral (like 5/6 or 7/9)
1.5. Therefore, a non-integral rational number is a rational number x that cannot be expressed as an integer. We also call such numbers fractional.
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Example 8 Motets for 2 guitars, pg 1, bars 1-15.

tion is not constrained to the purely audible but can be also deployed
as a methodology for organizing other parameters and perceptive stimuli
(i.e. intensities, pressure, densities, brightness, the visual, etc). This points
already to an intrinsic desire to extrapolate a mode of “hearing” isolated
in its own specificity. It implies at once a holistic understanding that the
very medium is a perceptual “narrowing” of our total cognitive apparatus.
However, at that stage Xenakis was simply codifying his theory as an organizational tool to control (or “chaotisize”) the implications of stochastic
or probabilistic outcomes, independent of the material it was affecting.
His notion of “timbral space” wasn’t necessarily linked to a grammar of
cognitive or perceptual prolongations, but just pointing out to ways to
re-engage the energy of events in a continuum of heterogeneous flow. It
is obvious that the Polytope and Diatope projects are a multimedia experiment (at that time seen as “happenings”) where architecture (understood
as malleable space), sound and light, interact. However, for Xenakis, the
interaction of different media is not seen or desired at the level of cognitive
correspondences. In fact, he purposefully tries to overcome these limits
applying, instead, similar compositional models to the behavior of each
media. In this way it is the spectator who freely coordinates the manifestation of materials of diverse contexts, creating his/her own trajectory
within the inner trajectory of each element at work. Architecture here is
constantly metamorphosing, folding, erupting and changing dimensionally since it uses and acquires the extra-dimensions of light and sound to
foreground its inner space(s).
Example 9 Sketch of the Polytope de Montréal, Xenakis Archives, Paris.
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The Poly- and Diatopes represent an authentic departure within
Xenakis’ oeuvre from the limits of perceptual homogenization. Xenakis
“explodes” the timbristic (acoustic) envelope when implying a diverse mode
of apprehension of the musical fact. His implicit desire for amplifying the
perceptual/cognitive experience is at the heart of the artistic enterprise. I’d
like cite another passage form my Current Musicology article that develops
on similar Xenakian paradigm. “I see the creative act as nothing less than
strategies of evasion and refusal of, and defection from, the very elements
that define the foundation of any expressive medium. It is exactly at the
moment that one enhances a medium’s entropic potential (when “refusing”
to subscribe to the very elements that constitute it) that the medium starts
to “regenerate” itself, regaining a “healthier profile.” This “invitation” for
a given system to renew itself, to act against a background of accepted
techniques and aesthetic polarizations is at the root of any authentic
artistic enterprise. If the artist is a representative of social “misprint,” all
art can be viewed as sociological “fungus” that grows and feeds on the
cracks of regulated/accepted societal mechanisms. Art is at the end of
a behavioral chain, where dis-satisfaction leads to a desire to blur social
boundaries imposed on us from outside and from within. Because of the
difficulty of articulating new social meanings with the unyielding fabric of
social structures/”scriptures,” we are more likely to overcome such stressful
constraints when “transposing” them to a more flexible medium (sound,
space, etc.). Therefore, I like to think that one of the ultimate purposes
of art is to rehearse a multiplicity of “states of affairs,” not possible or not
yet represented in the rest of contemporary society. Its essence is dionysiac
and conflicted–whether showing calm or “blasted” surfaces–since it
acquires potency only at the point of rupture with its own grammar. Thus,
complexity is not a contextual platform, allowed to exist according to our
choices, but the very precondition of artistic speculation.”
In my particular view, the description above could easily apply
to both, the Poly- and Diatope projects by Xenakis. They essentially represent more than a combination of mediums put together by a “mad inventor” – they are true “perceptual intervals” (thinking here in musical terms)
between heterogeneous modes of perception. Cognitively speaking, I see
in Xenakis’ compositional posture an entropic tendency that squeezes the
timbristic surface of musical objects to such an extent that it forces them to
“explode/implode” beyond the boundaries of the sonic medium in order
to mutate cognitively to another medium’s expressive vocabulary. To be still
more explicit: for me all springs out from a type of total compositional/mu-
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sical object that, not satisfied with its purely acoustic capabilities, mutates
to a state of affairs where the sonic proprieties of perception attain a certain threshold and under acoustic pressure “blossoms” into lights, darkness,
smells, architecture, space, etc. Thus, the “perceptive interval” mentioned
above acts, even if still on a rudimentary cognitive level, as a true holistic
apprehension of the diverse (but analogous) perceptive capabilities.

A brief ‘phenomenology’ of hearing
The idiosyncratic nature of hearing, with its peculiar phenomenology is at the center of any piece of music that attempts to reinstate and
renew the sonic object. The immanent duality of the sense centered on
the conflicting nature of hearing versus listening pre-determines its basic
mechanism and perceptual implications. Hearing does not imply witnessing the origin/source of the sound. We do not need to be at close
range observing the sonic event in order to apprehend it. Thus, the where
(understood as visual proximity with the event or object being heard)
is not an axiomatic category for auditory accountability. When hearing
distant noises, for example, we become listeners, since hearing is focused
and acquires intention. We listen carefully in order to assure ourselves that
nothing of harm is coming our way. Functionally, we hear to predict, to
envision (to see before the fact), like the animal that perceives with the ears
the proximity of danger. If it had to wait to see (presence/present with) the
danger, survival would be in jeopardy.
Hearing disturbs the identity of the sonic event because two
things become superimposed: the first is the acoustical signal emanating
from an unobserved source point; the second, is our mental representation
of exactly what is it that we are hearing. This gap implies a constant doubt
between the sound heard and the causation of sound. Between purely
acoustic identity and the identity of the sonic origin. This severance that
lies at, and funds, the basis of sonic apprehension, is cognitively linked to
imagination, since the apprehended sound comes without image and we are
forced to complement the aural stimuli with our imaginative capacities and/
or our empirical knowledge. In short, hearing implies “filling in the blanks”.
In a less assumed way, when we say “seeing is believing” we imply
presence/proximal location, and we are witnessing whatever is happening
around or in front of us. From an entirely distinct perspective, hearing is
intrinsically a state of “disbelief,” because assembling the whole of the un-
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seen information forces us to imagine a variety of contexts for the event
we are perceiving solely with our ears, since the source of sound and the
sound itself imply a very tangible gap. Therefore, we can say that hearing
is imagining in that it provokes an open state of mind, a sudden awareness
heightening our sense of wonder since we are constantly forced to trace the
way between the heard event and its source. (For it is an implicit enigmatic
outcome of event or fact that is coordinating our being.)
At this point a parallel with Xenakis’ concept of space as synonym of environmental architecture can be perceived at the very interior of
the hearing sense since an important cognitive aspect of hearing is related
to ‘depth.’ If, when hearing, we are not necessarily in the presence of the
origin of sound (i.e. looking at it directly) we cannot therefore access the
precise positioning of the event or object we are listening to. From this
“disadvantaged” position, where the location of sound(s) cannot be clearly
pinpointed, we find ourselves lost in the ubiquity of sonic manifestations.
Thus, in order to reassert our own presence in relation to our surroundings
we project a holistic (awareness of the) environment, surpassing our purely
aural grasp with our mental representation of it. By allowing ourselves to
be enveloped by our surroundings we attain depth, consequently mapping
ourselves within a given perimeter/parameter. We begin creating coordinates that exclude the heard sound from other possible locations. And, in
order to identify a specific sonic event, we start analyzing it by exclusion,
by a type of “negative dialectics” where the object of perusal is grasped by
exclusion, by refusal, by “what probably it is not.” However this identification is always already an assumption, an educated guess of what might
be that that we are hearing. Since we are not witnessing the origin of the
sound, we can’t for sure know the “true colors” of the unobserved event.
In reality hearing is exactly not seeing since it functions as an archetype of unpredictability. Its pre-condition is guesswork, since the ear
has an in-built “blind-eye” to the object of perusal. Hearing, therefore, is
implicitly not recognizing, even–paradoxically–if you know exactly what you
are hearing. Thus, this delay between event and its identification brings to
the fore a distinct type of temporality for apprehending aural constructs.
The interval between sonic events creates the frame of reference where you
insert your hearing, listening for clearly defined boundaries that will name
distinct events and lay out the possibility of “grasping” them. Also, it creates a kind of preemptive aesthetics, one that implicitly obliges the hearer
to be always alert to whatever s/he does not recognize. Thus, to attain listening status the hearer has to constantly keep renewing audibility.
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And this sets hearing apart from vision in that vision is apprehended without a doubt as a holistic manifestation that is present with time
and at the unfolding or outset of the event. Seeing comes with its “identification tag.” Hearing, on the other hand, accomplishes its task through a
purely analytical modality, since first, it implies imagining as concomitant
to its cognitive pre-condition, being a type of “after-thought” within the
process of apprehending the aural stimuli. Second, as you hear, you are at
work selecting aural “clues” from an invisible event, and therefore “narrowing it” in order to create a mental image for its identification. You delay
what you hear in order to “tag it,” to listen to it.
ttt

For me, composing involves emotional and intuitive responses
to the world around us. However, in order to enhance or expose more
effectively our “feelings”, making them “visible,” it is necessary to filter
them through the medium’s “lens.” When, in my music, I impose methodological grids–through the use of “ergonomic” filters, extended-techniques
(timbre), complex rhythms, etc.–mirroring the complex nature of the sonic event, it is less to “mimic” its multidimensional nature than to reveal the
presumptuous fallacy of the “finished” text. Composition, in this context,
is seen as an accumulation of “frequential sediments,” a place of “charged
mistrust,” a trace–and it is most exposed when it gravitates to the threshold
of its own “opacity.”3
Xenakis’ compositional posture forces me to make a subtle (although somewhat arbitrary) distinction between “imagination” and “insight.” Obviously, insight can be viewed as a mere subset of our Imagination. However, I like to separate or rearticulate both meanings in order to
confront craft and invention. When asking a composer to “come up” with a
piece for clarinet and piano, for instance, he/she will benefit from imaginative dwellings, personal history, and craft in order to fulfill the task of completing the piece. At this point he/she should question what goes beyond the
mere “what should I do” or “how should I accomplish it?,” to touch the very
essence of the medium that is being used: music (“why music at all? in the
first place?”). Hence, Insight, in my view, “subverts” what is a given. Its precondition is to reinvent a medium, questioning its functional apparatus and
attachments. I would like to cite as an example and conclude this essay with
my recent piece for french horn solo Not I (2011). [see next page]
3
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Example 10 pg. 3 Not I Holographies for French horn solo, player’s voice and light, p. 3.

Not I is based on the homonymous play by Samuel Beckett.
In it, an illuminated female mouth, isolated from the body appears
on the darkened stage and transforms language in the true “visible”
character. Beckett has also pointed out that it is the remainder of
light in the dark, which makes reality so chaotic. My intention was
to create a similar cognitive twist where sound is seen not only in
terms of its aural specificity but acquires a broader, quasi-synaesthetic
perspective. Heterogeneous materials like notes, voice, light and language are brought together in the temporal/compositional “blender”
or continuum creating a true perceptual hybrid. In this way, it is possible to hear the timbristic displacement beyond the purely sonic or
aural, but isolated as a totality -- as Language. Although the mouth
emerges during the play as a vehicle of speech, it lends itself to ‘selfmutilation’ on the symbolic level, since after a while it is seen as
both: a sort of genitalia blabbing fearsomely its discourse and as an
unstoppable anus, where language acquires an excremental urgency.
Analogously, in my piece, I circumscribed the horn player in a darkened stage where the sound tries to ‘break out’ beyond its spectrum
to incorporate all that “sounds”/vibrates -- even light -- that squeezed
rhythmically between the compositional sonic emissions gains an uncanny, excremental hue.
This piece enacts in the aesthetic plane that which is built
into the phenomenology of hearing. The insight here was to insert
into the piece a constant puzzle or “fog” at the sonic and visual levels: from the purely sonic perspective, the extended-techniques used
in the horn part tend to obscure and weaken the link between sonic
emissions and the original instrument propelling the sounds; at the
visual level the darkened scenario and the sudden light bursts promote a perceptive rupture with our accepted modes of hearing since
listening to the light is analogous somehow with the “lag” (what am
I listening to?) in the hearing mechanism that happens between
unobserved events and their auditory counterparts. In that sense
listening is cognitively enlarged through a kind of “sonic-visual”
amalgam, encompassing and circumscribing the whole of the aesthetic fact.
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Xenakis’ desire to blur the gap between reality and virtual space
(created by his transparent notion4 of architecture) reflects an inclusive philosophical perspective that sees and seizes the world as a continuum. In fact
it is possible at this point to create a parallel with Cage’s notion of music as
something that surpasses aesthetic boundaries and is synonymous with the
very world around us. In Cage’s piece 4’33” a pianist comes onstage and
while enacting his own role as a pianist, he empties the very framework of
his function as he simply sits there quietly and does not play a note for the
whole duration of the piece. The outcome of such a performance are just
sounds coming from the audience or anywhere within the hall. Thus, Cage
famously frames the aesthetic experience making it navigate at the “same
level’ of the very expectancy that surrounds the presentation of art. At this
point the very presence of the audience comes to the surface, puzzled by
its sudden recognition that both art and life inhabit the same plane. In the
case of Xenakis, the idea of art as an immersive experience is rooted in a
similar paradigm. Art, as a state of affairs, acts as a commentary on the human condition. And although being an indispensable mirror, complementary to our own lives, it is merely representational or symbolic. While in
Cage’s case there is no intentional enhancement of the surrounding’s characteristics (i.e. “tweaking” its lights, smells, sounds, colors, etc.), Xenakis’
immersive aesthetic transforms and re-orders the very ambient through
interactive mediums, creating a true maelstrom of disorienting perspecThis notion is purely a poetic or metaphorical one, and do not aim at describing the concrete characteristics of Xenakis’ architectural achievements. However,
the idea of the Poly- and Diatopes can be seen as inscribed in the very space of
presentation or in the presentation of space. Which means, more than being
purely an enclosure that detaches itself from the aesthetic experience, they perform
concomitantly with all the other aesthetic elements gaining a plasticity that goes
beyond demarcation. For me, at this point, the notion of wall is substituted by
the concept of a “transparent enclosure,” thus, attaining, ultimately, a kind of
malleability similar to all the other perceptual objects/mediums displayed in the
compositional/aesthetic continuum. Therefore, this sudden status of functionality (walls= flexible space — almost like a chord or a color) implies a poetic
reassessment of architecture as not being limited by its materials and concrete,
unmovable elements. Here, I see architecture as a form being folded under its
own philosophical weight, a “transparent argument” that implicitly states that
the end point of any architecture is the construction of Self/Being. Indeed,
that our “true” house lies within the confines of our inner architecture since it’s
located ultimately inside ourselves. This implicit “lack” of demarcation that
Xenakis’ aesthetic environments bring to us, poetically contradicts the precepts
of architecture as a concrete modality, to be seen as a putative expansion.
4
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tives. This constructivist approach has an analogous perceptual outcome to
Cage’s as it brings to the fore the very act of perceiving our surroundings
and more specifically enhancing our perceptual connection with our own
selves. It makes us implicitly aware that the ultimate purpose of the artistic
endeavor is to create a holistic unity with life itself, beyond metaphorical,
representational or symbolic complementarities.
Analogous to the modularity of compositional design where sonic
objects might be freely (re)combined irrespective of their internal timbristic envelope, his architecture presents diaphanous boundaries where it can
be perceived (maybe “heard”) as modulatory aspects of space. The internal
threshold of both music and architecture intersect, when in pieces like Eonta
(1964–for piano and brass instruments) Xenakis uses space as a defining
parameter making the musicians walk around the stage thus postulating an
invisible environment within the sonic medium. Another example is the
Persepolis Polytope, where a confluence of mediums (children’s choir, electroacoustic music, laser beams, fire, even animals, etc.) are present creating
a meta-architecture or a meta-music. Perceiving the work of art through
the total of the sensory spectrum is the ultimate purpose of these types of
works. Thus following the Xenakis lesson, hearing becomes synonymous
with “opening up” to the world around us.
Example 11 Xenakis’ sketch Phillips Pavilion (1956), Xenakis Archives, Paris.

